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Studies topped all other A"'S Vice Ptesident for Academic
departments in the number of A's Affairs, Joel Jones, attacked
Wollmans's proposal to withdraw
and B's.
credit from some classes because
"they don't fit his stereotype of
Studies . programs, Wollman what a university should be,"
charged that "blanket A's" were
being
given in announced
classes.several under
Reaction
the. programs
Wollman
attack from
was swift.
A group
weeks ago that "I shall ":ithdraw of women students engaged in a
(course) approval .startmg the heated argument with Wollman at
aecond semester until we've had . ·
· · ·· .
the· opportunity to assess the the A&S offace, and Joel Jones
courses.''
attacked Wollman's proposal to
"I am not trying to eliminate withdraw credit from some
WomP...n and ethnic studies," he classes
said, ubut we are dealing with new ,..·--·- · - - - - - - - - - - fields. It seems to me when ·· Fourteen women from an
developin.g .new content, it's Introduction to Women Studies
worth suffering some.,
course wrote the LOBO on
The courses which Wollman September 18 attacking Wollman.
threatened to withdraw credit The women said that uu it seems
from were interdisciplinary, and that the average grades are higher
came mostly from Women, than those in other courses, this
Chicano and Native American may be due to the· fact that
studies programs.
women who take a women studies
Group Reactions
course take it because they are
Reaction from the programs highly motivated."
under attack was swift. A aroup
WoUm'an has caused such
of women students engaged in a controversy before with his
heated argument with Wollman at grading studies, David Darling,
the A&S office, and the ,Auista~t dean of the College of Education,
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This is part two of a series. Part
three an analysis and history of
the Women and ethnic studies
programs will be undertaken from
the viewpoints of the various
programs involved. .
.
By JOHN RUCKER
· Arts and Sciences Dean
Nathaniel Wollman apparently
stirred up a hornet's nest when he
threatened to withdraw credit
from minority and Women
Studies programs.
Wollman's attacks on the
"academic quality" of programs
have cauaed controversy in the
past, but his most recent

broadsides have led to angry
confrontations, the attempted
shut-down of the LOBO and
interdepartmental backbiting on
an unknown scale.
'
Wollman has conduc~d surveys
of the grading system. at UNM
over the past, and his conclusions
are not particularly optimistic. As
reported in a previous LOBO
series on grading, Wollman found
that in 1962, 39 per cent of all
grade• given in Arta and Sciences
('A&S) were A'a and B's.
. By 1972, the percentage had
jumped to 48.3. According to
'Wollman's report, American
•
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which is a frequent' target of
Wollman's studies, said that the
figures · were to an e;x:tent
misleading, Wollman has found
that Education awarded nearly 68
per cent of its lower level students
A's and B's last year.
·
14There is a lot of variability in
viewpoints on grades and
grading, n said Darling, "There is a.
lack of agt·cement on what the
letter means. They may or may
not be a reflection on how a
student performs."
Darling noted that much of the
emphasis placed on teaching
students is self evaluation, and
said that the:re were several
reasons why Education had a high
percentage of A's and B's,
"We have contract grading, a
fair amount of screening and self
selection, and when working with
children in front of experienced
teachers, your ego is on the line.
This creates greater pressure for a
higher level of performance."
The screening process usually
rejects 35 to 45 per cent of those
trying to enter teaching programs,
and Darling added that a large
(Continued on page 5)
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Gonzales Vetoes Rape Crisis Funding Bill
By 0. R. MEDINA
In a surprise move Friday,
ASUNM President Gil Gonzales
vetoed the appropriation funds
for the Rape Crisis Center.
The appropriation bill called
for $3400 to be allocated to the
center for the salaries of two
coordinators.
Gonzalessaidhisveto on the bill
came after long consideration and
that his decision was based on two
points.
..The first point, •: Gonzales
said, uis that when the Rape Crisis
Center approached us for support
to establish them it W81
understood that they would aeek
outaide funding. 'lbe Center ·has
been established and the aenate
hu fulfilled their obligation."
••THE SECOND POINT wu
that this budget request wu baaed
on salaries for two positions. I

would have been more receptive
toward the porpwals if it had .,. .
been for money other than
salaries," Gonzales said.
Gonzales added that he was not
against
.. the Center and supported
'When the Rape Crisis Center
approached us for support to
establish thim, it wa undentood
that they would seek outside
funding.'
their ideals. He said he had
requested information from the
Center after the bill passed but he
never received it.
Sen. Kit Goodfriend, one of the
sponiors of the funding bill, Wll
surpriaed to hear of the veto.
"I can't believe Gil would veto
a bill that wu doinl 10 much for
the univenity in the community
end statewide. I think he wu

Goodfriend said.
Gail Vinson, one of the Rape
Crisis Center coordinators, felt the
move by Gonzales would,
'I would have been more
:'~~'11let'ltPti~we ·towards ~e. pro~al if
it had been for money other than
salaries.'

~ • incredibly set back the
program."
''IF THE VETO is not
overridden," Vinson said, uno
aervice can be provied. As it is we
operate on a shoestring budget.
This could mean no services
provided whatsoever.,.
Vinson explained the value of
' .: 1- • '
~
the center in terms of rape victims
who are afraid to talk to police or
Pres. Gil Gonzales
,
doctOrs and rape victims who do
acting irresponsibly and he did a not know where to tum for help.
screw job on the studenta,"
She pointed out that the

victims include men and children
~ot just women.
Vinson said that the Center had
applied to outside agencies for
funding and had received a grant
from the Levi Strauss Co. and
some money fl'om the UNM
administration\
"Right now we cannot get
money from the United
Community Fund because the
program has to be studied for two
years. We are in competition with
another organization fo~ funds
from an outside source but can't
pouibly get those funds till June, n
Vinson said.
• Vinson added that, 11 We can't
function without the money."
The bill will be discussed at the
Wednesday meeting of the senate
and
require a two-thirds
majority of the senators to
override the veto.
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Skeen Advocates Economic Conference
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
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Joe Skeen followed President Ford's lead yesterday by
advocating the estat,lishment of an economic conference to
consider ••a number of alternatives for economic expansion and
tax relief" in New Mexico. .
He said in a press conference state government could inject
$45 million 'into New Mexico's economy by cutting taxes and
investing existing tax surpluses inside the state to help control
inflation.
Skeen said the conference would include economic experta
from state government, the Bureau of Revenue, the Dept. of
.Finance and Administration, investment council; and
repreaentatives from the pri~ate aector and local government.
"I will 'charge the economic conference with the
responsibility of putting at lealt '25 million from the surplui
into the state's economy," Skeen said, 111and reducing Ute tax
burden on New Mexico's citizens by at leut '20 million."
Skeen rejected the theory that i~creaaing the money supply
in New Mexico would be adding guoline to the fires of
inflation.
"We have a tight money situation in this state and we need
jobs and capital to increaae consumer buying power,'' he said.
••With lower taxes, tax dollars become consumer dollars."
He said the state government now has a cash s~rptus on hand
of $7'1 million.
u A tax surplus of that size is caused by one of twu things,"
Skeen said. ,.Either tax rates are tou high or government is not

Joe Skeen: "E;ther tax rates are

too high or government is not
giving adequate service to the
people."

giving adequate aervice to the people."
He said he would direct the conference to consider tax relief
altematives including:
-removal of the gross receipts tax on prescription drugs and
medical services.
-mmoval of sales tax on food.
-removal of one cent from the gross receipts tax across the
board.
-lowering the state income tax.
-mturning all of the state's share of property taxes to the
cities and counties.
-giving a tax ctedit £rom income tax paid to the federal
government.
"'lbe recommendations made by this group," Skeen said,
"wiD constitute the base for preparing my requests to the 197 5
Legislature for economic and tax relief.,.
He said the group would also consider possibilities for
increasing investments from cash surpluses including specific
l'ecommendations for legislative action nece81aty to allow more
of New Mexico's investable capital to be pl~ced within the
state's economy.
Skeen suggested that stimulating the building industry, which
he said is suffering a depre11don at the moment, would also put.
New Mexieo's eeonomy back on stable ground.
uonty a eoncentrated program~ led by the governor of this
state," Skeen siad, 11Will remove the stagnation from New
Mexico's economy and bring us the jobs we need to provide our
pt!ople with a decent living."
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Seniors Might
Have To Take
Aptitude Test
By KR YSIA FRIEDBERG
UNM seniors next fall may be required to
submit to a test before graduation, if a resolution
is approved by the faculty next week,
If the Proposal is ratified, all graduating
seniors would be required to take the
Undergraduate Program Aptitude Test (UPAT) in
their fall semester.

The UPAT, which is similar to the Graduate
Record .Examination (GRE), formerly required
of all students graduating from UNM, would
perform three significant functions.
When compared to the American College Test
(ACT) which is n9w required of all 'incoming
freshmen, it would measure the verbal and
quantitative abilities of each student upon
leaving UNM.
The UPAT would also serve a's a yardstick
nationally, comparing ACT ability levels, an·d
measuring this university's output as compared
to the various colleges around the country,
Finally, the test would make it possible for the
student to gauge his chances for acceptance to
graduate programs.
·
·
In addition, the Committee on· Entrance and
Credits recommended that aptitude, area and
field tests or a representative sample of that
group be required of all graduates. These would
demonstrate what a student has learned in

Cite Academic Quality, Tuition

specific areas of study or reveal common :!'
weaknesses which would indicate a possible ~
change in the university or departmental .N>
curriculum.
2:
Some of these tests could also be left to the ~
individual department as to whether they
become a requirement. The institution of these ~
latter tests is questionable because of the limited ~.
time and finances allocated to the testing 0
t=
program at the present time. .
- The proposal submitted to the faculty by the ~
Committee on Entrance and Credits was on the '<
agenda to be discussed last month. However, the I:"
faculty voted to discuss the proposals out of g.
sequence, which postponed the voting process of 9
the test requirements for a future meeting.
~
These tests will not determine whether the gstudent graduates from the university. Also, no If..,
one will be subjected to any additional test fees
to meet this requirement &hould it be passed by .!"'
the faculty.

C~sts

892.Students Accepted But Never Came
By KRYSIA FRIEDBERG
Other individuals admitted that
UNM's academic quality, high because they had Jived in New
tuition costs, and the "party Mexico all their adult lives, they
school atmosphere" were some of sought other areas to gain an
the reasons that 892 students who education. Many students who
were accepted by UNM chose to placed in the high category of the
attend other college,s.
ACT composites (26·36) chose
William Huber, dean of· the East Coast for more academic
University College, mailed a institutions, Others preferred the
questionnaire to some of the 892 small select private schools of the
students accepted at UNM who Mid·West for daily contact with
subsequently -chose tQ attend professors.
another college.
. Some of the schools cited as
These students were accepted superior to UNM regarding
by UNM for the 1973 fall academic quality by the students
semester, and had been attending questioned were: NMSU, Baylor
anC!ther college for one semester University, Washington
when the questionnaires were University, Missouri, Iowa State,
mailed. Approximately 300 Tulsa University and the
students replied.
University of Wisconsin.
The students' replies were
Although many students said
divided into seven categories, the they would consider UNM at a
most import_ant relating to UNM's later date, they said that academic
financial. aid pmgrams. Other programs would have to be
categories were the overall changed. The two most important
academic quality, the programs changes would be the acceptance
offered to the student and the size of CLEP (College Level
and appearance of the campus.
Examination Program) credit and
The study was then further the institution of co·op programs.
bmken down into the individual's NM SU has both of these
ACT (American College Test) programs. CLEP credit is now
compo~~ite, their resident status,
being accepted at UNM as of last
and the i1111titution he or she has month's faculty meeting.
chosen to attend i1111tead. of UNM.
Courses Not Offered
Many students said they could
Students complained that many
not pay tuition expenses. Others courses of study were not even
could receive a higher scholarship offered at UNM, A student now
at other institutions such as New attends Florida Institute of
Mexico State University, Las Technology because UNM has no
Cruce!!. One student ch01e Baylor courses in space science. Forestry is
University because, he said, not available here. Criminology
financial aid was more attainable degrees are offered at University of
there than at UNM. An art major Albuquerque, but not at UNM.
chose a school in the East, . Although UNM has a good
because as an in-state resident medical school there is no
there, his casts were half those of physical therapy program. There
UNM.
are no courses in oceanography,
Quality and Climate
although a student can take a
UNM's academic quality was scuba diving course. ·
another reason many students
Other institutions chosen over
cited for turning to another UNM for academic programs
university. A student with an ACT included: Texas Tech., Tulane
composite of 21 (high average) University, Louisiana, University
chose Eastern New Mexico of Montana, Texas Women's
University, Portales, over UNM College, University of Southern
because he said Eastern's overall • Florida, Arizona State University,
climate was more conducive to and University of Santa Clara,
study and there were smaller, California.
more personal classes in his major
.Some students were not
which he felt provided a more admitted to their chosen field of
serious atmosphere academically, study at UNM and were forced to
rather than the social "party go elsewhere. One coed was
school" atmosphere he had heard denied admittance to the UNM
about at UNM.
Dental Hygiene Program. Another_

DOONESBURY

student could not. find an ice questioned favored the small,
Tbe remammg 142 students
skating teacher in New Mexico personal campuses of such attend colleges or universities
An engineering major chose institutions as the University of around the country. Eighty
NMSU because, he said, they have Oregon and Pitzer College, students attend in·state
the best program in the state.
California. Some individuals said institutions other than UNM and
that the campus was too stark and 62 attend out·of·state universities,
they disliked the "adobe" look. the most popular states being:
Others said the racial tension and Texas, Colorado, Arizona,
lack of Christian emphasis Oklahoma, and California.
deterred them , from selecting
UNM. Others said the drug
"scene," the high crime rate, and
the sight of downtown
Albuquerque constantly under
construction, caused them to look
elsewhere.
In the fall semester of 1973,
3360 students were admitted to
418 Central S.W.
the University of New Mexico. Of
this number, 2468 students
843·7559
actually enrolled. Of the 892 who
did not enroll, 435 were New
Sundayll Only i
Mexico residents. The majority of
New Mexico,
those who did not enroll had
A
Piclorial Essay i
planned on a bachelor~s degree or
lex
I
by-Tony
Hillermen i
higher education. Their average
$19.95
1
ACT composite was 20.7. Of the
rog. 122.00 •
291 New Mexico residents who
..9,1J:;I.,q11Rim~.Q.~!.-••~.....
responded to the survey, 42 now
Jf.
Rolling
Stone
·attend vocational·technical
(Photo by Paul Deneen)
Jtl. ZapComix
schools, business schools,
Dean William Huber
community colleges, or schools
¥Zoo World
other than a college or university.
-ir.· Mother Earth News
In the upper ACT echeions,
Village Voice
more students said that the fact
Jt1.
Out of state newspapers
that UNM did not accept the
GSA offices will begin accepting
CLEP credits and that their grant proposals for student research on
Albuquerque's largest
Oct. 1 in the GSA offices. Proposals
particular field of study was not must
be wrlttln in committee f<lnnat
1
magazine selection
offered at UNM, forced them to availabe at GSA offices. The first 30
seek their education at other proposals will be accepted.
OPEN SUNDAYS 9-51
institutions. The fields quoted
IIIIIINIIIIIIlNIIIIRIIIllllliiiiiHIIIIItllllii
were Veterinary Science,
Astronomy; Optics, and a six·year
butterllelll · · ·
program of Architecture and
your personal service jeweler
Urban Design.
The universities chosen
respectively were Colorado State
University, University of Arizona,
University of Rochester, and the
University of Kansas.
.
Other reasons this group of
students chose another college
were: better advertising, superior
organization of the catalog,
UNM's insufficient help in
setting·up a tentative schedule and
in fetior orientation. Some
Our collection of styles LARGE. Our PRICES will fit.
students said walk•through
registration was hopeless; all theircourses were filled.
r.'iS'J
Campus Appearance
231~
C£NTRAL
SE
•
.the
Store
for
Di1mtnds
•
ON
UNIVERSITY
HILL
~..The appearance of UNM was a
drawback to many. Many students
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PIRG To Survey Accuracy Of Local Scales
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ByGEORGEJOHNSON
AI though they are over a
8 thousand dollars in debt and still
·without a funding plan, the New
.8 Mexico Public Interest Research
Group (NMPIRG) will initiate its
;.. first project at a seminar tonight:
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a survey of the accuracy of scales
in Albuquerque.
They are also starting another
petition drive-but this time they
only need 500 signatures.
Peter Montague of Southwest
Research and Information said the

Freedoms Limited
For African Blacks
By JOHN FELDMAN
Some UNM students complain about having to carry an ID
card to cash a check. In South Africa, the freedom of movement
of "Blacks," even traveling in and out of cities, is dependent on
being registered and carded.
Maggie Oewies, a South African trade union organizer, said
while visiting UNM, that blacks are gradiated in privilege by the
degree of black pigment in their skin. The white government of
South Afri«:a has labeled those persons with no white blood as
"Afri«:ans," and those blacks of a lighter shade as "Colored."
Together with South Africa's Indian population, each artificial
segment has its own branch of government, like our own BIA.
"Blacks," then, is a catch-all term for all three groupings.
Blacks are allowed to vote within their respective divisions of
Indian, African or Colored Affairs for a candidate that is
presented them on a slate drawn by the government, Oewies said,
Oewies speculated that these election processes are similar to
those under communism. At the same time, she pointed, out that
the reason her country uses "communism" as an excuse for
imprisoning blacks is that, "We don't even know what
communism is," and because locking up "communists" is not
abrasive to the sensitivities of western countries.
"As soon as you see your (human) rights, Oewies said, "they
call you a communist."
She said blacks are not allowed to have trade unions. Oewies
herself tried organizing South Africa's domestic workers, but
couldn't legally, "because of old English laws prohibiting farm
workers and domestic workers from forming trade unions."
Because of this, their union will have to be underground, "We
are going to have an unregistered union," she said.
Talking of domestic workers, Oewies said, "There are cases in
which people have worked (as a domestic) for the same family for
23 or 24 years and then the family decides that they are too old."
The worker, then, has no means of support •.
Oewies said that one "convenience" of South Africa is that
blacks and whites can ride their own separate buses. She said that
in South Africa's.version of high school, there are "25 (black) •
kids to one school book .•. so kids try to live tC~gether so that
they can graduate."
There are few schools in the country for the children of
farm workers.
Jobs are stratified-no black can hold a higher level job than a
white.
Traveling with Ocwies were two community developers, Momo
Dousarr from Gambia and Sylvester Butao from Malawi. They
said that their countries view the government of South Africa in a
very hostile way.
Unlike their countries, South Africa's newspapers, while owned
by individuals, are under strict government control and all radio
stations are government owned and operated.
Oewies said, with tremendous calm and reserve, "The whites
are extremely rich and the blacks are extremely poor."

survey will consist of checking
scales with one·pound weights to
see if consumers are really getting
their money's worth,
At an NMPIRG meeting
'l'hursday night, Montague said
that the state inspector only had
time to check the scales on
Central Ave. and Fourth Street,
"And that's a year's work,"
Montague said. "(NMPIRG) can
have people take one·pound
weights and check scales. Then we
can make a second run to make
sure we're right before we compile
the data.
"We'd probably find tonnages
of rip·offs," Montague said.
A t the meeting, Ed Coles,
president of the NMPIRG board
of directo1·s, said the group will go
through ASUNM for funds.
In September the UNM Regents
denied NMPIRG's request for a
mandatory·but•refundable fee
which would be added to tuition.
At the regents meeting, ·UNM
President Ferrel Heady advised
NMPIRG to go through student
government instead,
Heady said that would keep the
group under student control and
"keep things in the normal
framework" of the university.
If ASUNM decided to fund
NMPIRG they could ask the
regents to · raise the student
activity fee, Heady said.
Coles said the group would
petition ASUNM to put the
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NMPIRG funding questio11 to a
referendum vote on the October
ASUNM ballot.
To get on the ballot they need
500 student signatures.
Two-thirds of the students
voting will be 1·equircd if the
refel"Cndum is to be approved.
Coles said they were
considering an effort to make the
activity fee addition refundable,
but he doubted that it was
possible.
"The regents are not in line to
set a precedent f'Or refundable
student fees," Coles said,
He said that if the ASUNM plan
passes, NMPIRG will receive
about the same amo.unt of money·
as under the original proposal.
"The PIRG in Oregon is now
under a similar plan, and it's one
of the best in the country," Coles
said.
He said that the tension
between ASUNM and NMPIRG
probably came from NMPIRG's
desire to be independent. "But I
think we'll have senate support,"
Coles said.

At the meeting, one of the
NMPIRG board members
described a project he conducted
during the summer-on the
NMPIRG letterhead.
"I surveyed all the branch
banks in Albuquerque and 62 per
cent were violating the truth in
lending law," he said.
Coles said that anyone could
bring ideas for projects to the
seminar tonight at 7;30 in the
SUB.
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Editorials
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Perspective

Standing Committees
Are In Dire.Need
Of Student Reps

Apparently unbeknownst to most of the student body, there are plentY of openings for student
positions on the various standing committees around UNM. Most ·of them have yet to be filled, and the
amount of applicants is waning.
Perhaps the committee with the most need of students right now is the ASUNM Elections
Gommlssion. With the senate election coming up on October 30 only two of four student positions have
been placed. It might be interesting to note that there can't even be an election without the commission.
We're sure there are many students who would like to see the ten senate seats that are opening up
replaced by someone new: complaints constantly abound where ASUNM is concerned, especially where
some of the supposed senate representation is shown.
·
The only prerequisite to becoming a member of a committee is to be a full-time student with at least a
2.0 GPA. Other committees needing student representation: Student Standards, Publication Board,
Intramural Recreation, Cultural Committee and Computer Use, There art~ also three justice positions
available on the Student Court, along with one .position for ASUNM Attorney General.
The opportunity is there, but we can only suggest that students take advantage of it.
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Wollman Versus Women Studies

(Continued from page 1)
e!l
number of students entering the
College of Education already have
degrees, making for an older and
I» more mature group of students.
:; Although Wollman's statistics
t:l have been attacked as misleading
0
by several deans and professors,
'R his accura~:y on percentages of
~ grades awarded has not been
challenged.
W oilman was unsure as to

whether he could actually debate, minority studies leaders,
withdraw academic credit from ·who felt that their programs were
the courses under dispute. While securely ih the university
this question was being debated, curricula, resented being included
several new ones arose, with Women Studies in Wollman's
· particularly surrounding Women attack.
Studies.
Women Rapped
Joel Jones found that Women's
Women Studies was dealt
center-Women Studies had a another serious blow when
budget nearly twice that of any Stephen Beckerman made several
minority studies program. charges ih the September 17th
~roughout the entire academic issue of the LOBO.
Beckerman accused Women
at:i
Studies of systematically
&
discriminating against men by
If
barring them from Introduction
(Continued (rom page 4)
to Women Studies. He stated that
more power by exploiting the charity tax exemption and putting the money into "not only men, but also women
with a 'strong heterooeJ~:ual bias'
a foundation you control.
For some, patriotism will suffice as an excuse for allowing the Rockefeller were excluded from Lesbian
Foundation to function as a laundry or conduit for CIA money, but that can't Feminism in America."
He added that several
justify the Rockefeller Brothers Fund spending $800,000 distributing a book
promoting· stepped-up nuclear expenditures. An unkind person might call that instructors in Women Studies
using a philanthropic front to peddle political propaganda. The John Birch were not on any faculty list, and
Society and other far·right groups did. The Council on Foreign Relations, another ended by blasting Women
tax-exempt Rockefeller subsidiary, was, they charged, the actual locus of Studies as being "overwhelmingly
American foreign policy formulation, and there Is considerable evidence to white, Anglo and middle class"
support their point of view.
with a large budget, as opposed to
Behind the Facade
"genuinely oppressed groups"
Most recently Rockefeller resigned ·the governorship of New York to head up who are forced to "limp by from
an eleemosynary facade called the Commission on Critical Choices. It was here he year to year" for funds.
stationed himself to take advantage of Mr. Nixon's fall, a fall that some people in
No reply to Beckerman's
Washington suspect Rockefeller may have helped along with a nudge. Anyhow, charges were ever made in print,
now that the only critical choice Rockefeller cares about has been made, we although a "poem" Written by
won't be hearing from the Commission anv more.
Lucia Valeska from Women
Rockefeller's defenders sav that even if you lump the familv money together, Studil!s which reflected Ms.
what can two or three billion do in a trillion-dollar economy? The answer to that Valeska's preoccupation with Mr.
is leverage. The ownership of 2 percent of the stock gives you working control of Beckerman's sexual apparatus
a major corporation, but that's neither here nor there. The Rockefellers aren't appeared in the LOBO. Joel Jones
going up against the entire economy-that works. for them almost did state that Women Studies was
automatically-most of the time they are playing one'()n·one against individuals. simply not funded to the level
They are an organized power, while the rest of us are a nation of families which where it could employ PhDs.
The call for abolition of grades
average $16,000 or less a year.
And for proof we have the giant jaw man himself; Nelson Aldrich Rockefeller, entirely was seriously hurt by the
three times repudiated by his own party, opposed by the Left and the Right with rejection of the Howarth
the middle indifferent, and vet in Congress they're going to be fighting for who Proposal, but there are still those
gets the honor to vote for him first. If that's not power, Jerry Ford has no reason on campus who contend that lhe
grading debate is a tempest in a
to look over his shoulder.
teapot, that grades really. don't
individual with Ute best mile time,
Auditlons for Ute Great Escape
Medals will be given to the 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd place teams in each division Coffee J!ouse will be held Tues. 7·9
(UNM and High School), as well as 1st, p.m. in Rm. 129, SUB. Musicians,
2nd, and 3rd place teams in the overall entertainers of all kinds, poets and
audiences are welcome. Call 298·9977
championship.
Entry blanks arc stiU avaUable at the for more info.
Alumni Office, SUB.
Senate Steering Comm. will meet
ASUNM Speakers Committee
Thurs. at 7 p.m. in Rm. 231 of the
ASUNM Consumer Affairs ctffice presents Erich Von Daniken, author of
SUB.
now seeking applications for additional "Chariot of Ute Gods" to sPeak at
positions. For more info and PopeJoy Hall, Mon .. Oct. 7 at 8 p.m.
Senate Finance Comtltittec will meet
applications contact ASUNM Office, Students with !D's free, public $2.00.
In Rm. 231 of Ute sun Thurs. at 12: 45 Rm. 242, sun. 277·5528.
p.m.
There will be a young Democrats
P.I.C. now screening articles for next meeting on Tues•• Oct. 1 in Rm. 231 of
There will be a meeting of Mortar publication. Anyone intensted, the SUB at 7:30 p.m. Everyone
Board Tues. at 8 p.m. at Pi Beta Phi contact Sandy Rice at 765·1760 after welcome; teJreshmcnts scrvcd. Info on
House, 1701 Mesa Vista Rd. NE.
9 p.m. Tues.. Wed. or P.l.C, box, SUB, D emoc ratlc candidates will be
available, voter registration,
upstairs.
Delta Sigma Pi will meet Thurs. at
7:30p.m. in the sun.
'·L'·f· I dJ&1J t,tl Jll
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Rockefeller Power
To The People
BY NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN
WASHINGTON (KFS)-John D.'s been dead for 37 years, and no senator at the
confirmation hearings was going to bring up theviolence,physical and fiscal, used to
build Standard Oil; but his grandson Nelson was impelled to resurrect the old man,
to defend him and justify him. Such is the pride and closeness of Rockefellers living
and dead, and that's something to remember when Nelson says he's an isolate
without consanguine power. Whv he and those three brothers are so tight they all
live together on that Texas-size estate of their in Pocantico Hills, N.Y.
The problem with Mr. Nixon was the lies he told; th'e problem with Mr.
Rockefeller is the truth he beholds. The thrifty, hard-working, church .going,
Bible-reading grandparent he felt such a strong, if gratuitous, need' to talk to
senators about was, in fact, the most hated man in America. But whether he was
the avaricious hypocrite his contemporaries considered him isn't so important as
the revelation that Nelson has no idea why his ancestor was a monster to most
Americans,
He's honestly his grandfather's boy; he honestly thinks his family wealth is a
"myth" and. the talk of their power a story to be "exposed and dissipated." He
has no way of gauging the reactions of people, who make it month to month on
a Sears' revolving charge account, when they read that between 1962 and 1970
his family spent $25 million in politics, mostly on Nelson. He'd probably be
insulted if you told him many of us thought he'd bought his political career.
Billion-Dollar Extension
He denies his power because it's so natural to him. Does he even remember
minor uses of it such as denying "Citizen Kane," Orson Welles' film classic,
Rockefeller Center's famed Radio CitY Music Hall because the movie offended
William Randolph Hearst? A small matter, but illustrative of how the Rockefeller
power isn't limited to acts of legatees the family sends to represent them on
corporate boards. No, the power extends to the arts, to medicine, to education, to
everything-and one of its principal instrumentalities is the billion-plus dollars in
the family philanthropic foundations. Example: In 1913, after the wives and
children of John D. Rockefeller, Sr.'s striking workers were shot down in what
history calls the "Ludlow Massacre," two local Colorado colleges, whose
presidents had supported the Rockefeller-owned mining company, were awarded
$100,000 grants from the foundations. (This and other tidbits from a useful new
book called "Rockefeller Power: America's Chosen Family," by Myer Kutz,
Simon & Schuster, New York, 1974, $7.95.)
Wheri voo're born into a couple of hundred million dollars, you don't chisel on
your taxes,' you don't want anv more money. You want power, and you can get
(Continued on page 5)
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Christian Student Ctr. wlll meet
Thurs. at 7 p.m. at the Ctr. The Center
is located on Girard at Central
(almost).
Rap session on contraception and/or

Editor:
•
•
Students in medicine, nursing and
pharmacy at the UniversitY of New
Mexico will be showing their music
slide show on sexualitY to
Albuquerque school children again this
year.
No one questions the dedication or
sincerity of these students, nor the
necessity for some form of health
education. But one mi!lht question the
results of these type programs from
other places.
For instance, we read in the New
York Times, " ••• at last count 27
states were up in arms about sex
education. Experts are terming it a
'psychic rape of the young.'"

In New Jersey, the joint legislative
body's hearing into sex education
brought out this testimony, ", •. the
incidence of venereal disease in
Anaheim, California paralled the rise in
the National V.D. rate-until the
introduction of the Familv Life
courses (sex education), when the rate
jumped almost 600%."
And after twenty years of sell and
contraceptive education in SWeden the
pr.oblems of promiscuity, venereal
disease and illegitimacy have reached an
all time high. Representing a group of
swedish physicians, Dr. Nordwall
indicted the sex education with this
charge, "It has bombarded school
children with sexual instruction for

Editorialrepresent
Board
Unsigned
a major·
~ditorlals

lty opinion of the Daily Lobo Stidf.
All other columns, cartoons and letters
represeht the opinion of Ut.e auUtor
and do not hecessarily reflect the views
of the staff.

Editor
Michael Minturn
Managing Editor
Scott Eat<ln
News Editor
George Johnson

. Folksong Club wlll meet in Rm.
231·D at 7:30p.m. in Ute, SUB Thuri.

which their immaturity ill fits them·
and the result has been an unnatural
over-sexualization of the rising
generation. In which the young have
confused instruction in method with
encouragement to practice.''
A child psychologist had this to add,
"Most of these courses are needlessly
detailed, theV are medically correct
from a veterinarian's and obstetrician's
point of view but a colossal failure
from the child's psychological and
emotional point of view."
What will be the results of the
experimental sex education program in
the Albuquerque public schools?
Thomas G. Glennon
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Sports Editor
Del Jones
Copy Editor.
Dan Williams

Proofreader
Nancy Morris
Morning Editor
Valerie Gon1ales
Photo Editor
Michael Gandert

TO UNI STUDINTS
TICI ITS
3·00 & 4··00

Women's medical self help and Pap
clinic at Student HeaiUt Ctr., Rm. 220,
Wed. 2·4 p.m. Minimal charges for Pap
smears. Speculums for sale.

Intramural and recreation checkout
program. ID required. Small fee for
camping equipment. Other equipment
includes tents, snowshoes. Reservations

can be made a week in advance at
Carlisle Gym during office hours.

With

ASUNM Duplicating Center. MWF
11:15·5, TT 9:00·10:45 and
12:30.4:30. su.n Rm. 215 next to
Casa del Sol. XEROX 5 cents/copy:
Ditto and Mimco 5 coples/2 cents,

IJAMN!
0

DOC

The Japanese · conversational class
wUl meet on Thurs., Oct, 3 at 6 p.m. at
lntemational Otr., 1808 Las Lomas,
277-2946.

Staff _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Advertising

Kendall Hanson
Dick Kelleher

Orlando Mt•dina
Joe Mtmahan

Michael O'Connor
Oiatie Ross

Juhn Rucker

Diane Taylor

Harry Chapman
Mike• Davi$0

n,·an Can-ull

Bill Halsey
Wendy A~~irod

I

·The entry deadline for The Pedaling
Feat has been el<tended to Fri., Oct. 4.
Only the Oval Sprint will be run, with
both preliminaries and fihals on Oct,
13, beginning at 1 p.m. Four bikes wlll
be won by the overall chamPiiJn team,
as well as one bike given to Ute

responsibility for the occupation
of the LOBO pressroom by
women protesting a violent attack
on Women Studies by a fictitious
LOBO columnist, the group has
been mentally linked with the
action.
The attempted takeover created
very bad reactions among the
Scholes Hall elite. Women studies
has unfortunately been associated
with the affair, which created "a
lot of negative public relations,"
in the words of ASUNM Sen.
Anetta Barnes.
Beckerman's charges, which
appear to be partially true, have
also not set well with the
administration. An indication of
this came last week when a call by
the Women Studies Collective for
an autonomous Division of
Women Studies was rejected by
the administration.
There are olhcr indications
which suggest that Women Studies
may be in for a hard time this

•

semester. The withdrawal of
academic credit from some
Women Studies classes and even
an investigation into the alleged
discrimination may be in the
offing.
Policy May Change
On the admissions policy front,
a return to group requirements
seems very likely. The Board of
Educational Finance (BEF) has
now launched an investigation
into the decline of ACT scores in
the state, and Board members
appear to be concerned over the
ACT information presented to it
by Dean William Huber.
In the meantime, the
Committee on University Planning
(COUP), which is attempting to
define the purposes and goals of
the university, may be limping
toward its goal. COUP has·
experienced several internal
struggles, and its present report is
not designed for public
consumption.
This leaves the students in the
middle. While concern over
"devalued diplomas" among
students indicates that UNM
should become more of a quality
institution, there is the p~;oblem,
as stated by Dean Darling, of what
to do with students who may no
longer be admitted into UNM.
Should UNM, as one student
suggested to Dean Wollman, "let
the lackeys to go Highlands," or
does UNM owe the sons and
daughters of New Mexico
taxpayers an education regardless
of cost?
Both arguments have
considerable merit, and neither
the supporters of academic
quality or the proponents of an
open university lack numbers or
enthusiasm, The final decision
rests in Santa Fe, and the
November elections may tip the
scales in favor of one side or the
other.

S. L. Mossman Guitars
Handmade in Winfield, Kansas by an
experienced staff.of guitar playing
craftsmen who recognize what a line
guitar can mean to a musician.

Discount

ALSO
Ditch

·w.-Tson
Ramblers

OCT.
FRIDA!
ilraft 1Seer

The conversational Arable language
·class wlli meet Wed,, Oct. 2 at 7 p.m.
at Jnternal.ion Ctr. All registered for
Utis class must attend. If you wish to
register, call 277·2946 or attend first
meeting,

Busim•ss Mahagt•r

Dan BuUcr
Chris F.aby
Gail Gottlieb
Jeff Hudson
llob Bess

Clear

Although Wollman's statistics
have been attacked as misleadi"g
by several deans and profeuors,
his accuracy on grades awarded
has not been challenged.

•

til

l.&a orr

sexuality at Student HeaiUt Ctr., Rm.
220, Tues. 2·4 p.m.

Sex Education Programs Questioned

£jJ.i

matter mu<lh.
Wollman's argument with
instructors and deans is by no
means over, but a few trends can
· be detected. If present emanations
from Scholes Hall are any
indieatioh, the minority programs
will be successful in their fight to
retain ethnic courses. Some form
of review might be undertaken,
but no wholesale rejection of
these classes seems likely.
Women Studies, on the other
hand, appears to be in trouble •
Despite the fact that Women
Studies repeatedly denied any

•
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"Map of Dream One," an oil painting by Margaretta Berger

Untitled oil painting by Bruce Meisner

Student Art
In an essay entitled Against
Interpretation, critic Susan Sontag
wrote, "In most modern
instances, interpretation amounts
to th~ philistine refusal to leave
the work alone. Real art has the
capacity to make us nervous. By
reducing the work of art ot its
content and then interprPting
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. Devils Favored
...g. The fifth
By DEL JONES
annual Roadrunner
... In tercoll.egiate
Tennis
0 Tournament is set to begin this
. Thursday on the UNM courts.
0)

,..;
,..;

tl

0

.g

The tourney, one of the largest
in
the Southwest, will last through
1>.
Saturday and will include women
ten .schools including
~ from
national champion Arizona State.
8 The UNM team guided by
'i< coach
Linda Estes, is just back
~ from the Sun Devil Invitational
and will be looking for some
revenge against ASU which
....• knocked off every Lobo player in
g:, the third round of action in
Tempe.
~
The eight other schools to be
represented in the Roadrunner
'Tournament are New Mexico
State, Arizona, Northern
Colorado, Colorado College,
Western State College of
Colorado, University of Colorado,
Nevada at Las Vegas, and Brigham
Young.
Each school will play four
matches, each consisting of six
singles and three doubles.
"Arizona State is always the
favorite to win," said Estes, "but
you never know who might upset
them."
Playing in the number one spot
~

:a

~

•

that, one tames the work of art.
Interpretation makes art
manageable, conformable."
Artist ltobert Sanchez, a
graduate student at UNM, says
basically the same.
"No one will ever truly
understand what I am trying to
do; to try to explain it is even
more futile. , •• "
Robert's work, and that of • '
three other UNM students, is
featured on this page, All have
studios in Marron Hall. All are
artists. All are different.
We'll leave it at that.

''

"In The Sky," an etching by Vickie Kallies

"Circus Painting," an oil by Vickie Kallies

At 5th Roadrunner Tourney

Daily lobo

Sports ·

l . ··~
Tennis Anyone?: Linda Estes (center) and her top four players, who represented UNM last week at the Sun Devil Invitational, hope to
the Devil out of their own Roadrunner Tourney, From Left to Right: Elizabeth Udel, JoAnne Boehning, Estes, Helen Harbert, and Therese
Sullivan

Intra

urals

for the Lobos will be Therese
New hours for recreational a manager's meeting for the men's
Sullivan, a freshman from
Brooklyn, N.Y. Sullivan beat one swimming in the university pool activities on Oct. 3.
Men's volleyball entry deadline
ASU player last weekend in are 7:00 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. daily
Tempe but lost to Isabel Ortiz, and from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. is Tues., Oct. 8, with competition·
Mon., Oct. 14 and a manager's
on weekends.
another Sun Devil, 6-2-6·3.
Students, faculty and staff of meeting Thurs., Oct. 10.
Junior JoAnne Boehning will
Co-recreational paddl eball
play in tlte second position after UNM will be permitted one guest
making it into the third round last per J.D. card, provided she/he can entry deadline is also Tues., Oct. 8
week before getting beat by ASU ' be accommodated at the time of with competition Mon., Oct. 14.
Women's paddle ball, both
player, Lynn Beckland 6·1, 6·1.
doubles and singles, entry
Another freshman, Elizabeth
deadline is Tues., Oct. 16.
Udel will be playing in the third
Competition will run on Wed. and
spot for the Lobos. Udel of
Thurs., Oct. 23-24.
Baltimore, Maryland lost last
week to Amy Hines 6·1, 6·3, after
winning two previous matches,
one of them over ASU player the request. There is no age limit
on the guest but children must be
Barbara Morganstern.
Helen Harbert rounds off the toilet trained. Guests may recreate
top four. A sophomore from during the hours of 5:30p.m. to
Albuquerque, she was beaten 6-4, 9:30 p.m. on weekdays and from
6·2 by Lynn Beckland of ASU 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. on
after slaughtering Sandy Sherman, weekends.
The guest must be accompanied
also of Arizona State, 6-1, 6-2last
by
a person with an I.D. except
week in Tempe.
The third freshman among the for spouses who may secure a new
top six, Mindy Sherwood will be recreation card from
Results of the 1974 intramural
fifth seeded for UNM this week. intramural/recreation office, Rm. swim meet are as follows: TEAM
Sherwood is from Danbury, 230, in Johnson Gym.
SCORES: 1. Kappa Alpha 56,
Connecticut.
2. Life Guards 21, 3. Fiji 17,
As of Monday afternoon two
4. ATO 14, 5. Independents 13,
juniors were battling it out for
6. Delta Kappa Alpha 10,
sixth position. Jody Anaya and
7. NESEP6,
Debbie Maloof both of
Albuquerque were both striving
for the final position.
Matches will be played on both
'
the east and north courts with
headquarters on the east. Estes
said the UNM team will usually be
playing on the east courts.
Action starts at 9 a.m.
All those wishing to participate
Thursday with UNM playing the
University of Northern Colorado. in men's badminton and
The big match between UNM and racquetball or in women's
11olleyball must submit their entry
ASU is Thurs. at 11 a.m.
today (Oct. 1) in the intramural
office. Competition for all three
(Continued on paie 8)
activities will be Mon., Oictii7iwiii~tihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
The UNM ·women's gymnastics
New Class Oct. 2nd
team is off to a fresh start with a
new coach and new tryouts for
the team.
Claudia Thomas, well known in
gymnastic circles throughout New
Mexico has replaced Jartet Blair as
coach and has announced the first
meeting and workout to be held
this Thursday, Oct. 3 at 4:00 in
Carlisle Gym.
·
OPEN MIND BOO~HOR€
Anyone wishing to try out for
3010 Central S.E. 262-0066
the team is invited to attend the
workout. For further information
ENROLLNOWI
contact Thomas at 296-0336.

Booster MatteucciINo Interest Conflict'
By JIM POWERS
Lobo Boosters Club President Robert Matteucci, appointed to the
Board of Educational Finance (BEF) Sept. 18th, said last week he did
not view his association with UNM as a conflict of interests and that
he intends to continue his fund raising work on behalf of Lobo
athletics.
"I consider myself a fair-minded person," Matteucci said. "I want
to be fair to all the state's educational institu lions. If I ever saw a
conflict of interests, I hope I'd abstain from voting."
The BEF is responsible for making recommendations to the
legislature on which appropriations are based for New Mexico's
institutions of higher education.
At a meeting in Alamogordo on Sept. 21, the BEF approved a $3.5
million revenue bond proposal submitted by UNM to finance
construction of a VIP-pressbox facility and the expansion of the
basketball arena.
The Lobo Boosters Club was organized in 1932. Since 1970, when
the club's operations were formalized, the Boosters hawe raised over
$400,000 for UNM's athletic scholarship fund.
"Our job is to promote Lobo athletics," J. D. Kailer, executive
director of the club, said last week.
Kailer acknowledged, however, that the Boosters do engage in some
lobbying of the legislative finance committees that appropriate funds
for UNM athletics. ($320,000 in FY 1974-'75)
"We're not active lobbyists," said Kailer, "but if they (athletic
department) ask us, we don't exactly sit on our hands. We have
friends who are senators and representatives."
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AHg MORE
Cll.\Ll .E:'-iGJNG THAN OTHEHS.

AS A COLLEGE SENIOR, YOU MAY liE ELIGIBLE FOR A COMMISSION
IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE,
I WILL VISIT YOUR CAMPUS AS SHOWN BELOW AND WOULD BE
HAPPY TO DISCUSS THE DETAILS WITH YOU THEN.

Gymnastics

Portion of work in progress, an oil
painting by l'v argaretta Berger

Untitled painting by Robert Sanchez
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 10¢ per word per da:v with .$J..00 per day minimum char~re, or 6¢
per word per day with a GOt Per day
minimum charge· for ada published flve
or more conaecutlve days,
Terms : Payment must be mad'i! in full
prior to Insertion ot advertisement.
Where: Marron Hall, Room 132
or b11 mail
Olasslfled Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N,M, 87131

1)

PERSONALS

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS, Tuesday
nites: 7 :30. Can terbuty Chapel Library,
425 University NE.
10/1
FOR WHEN THINGS get out of hand I
Call AGORA 277-3013, we're here to
10/4
listen.
ARE YOU QUALIFIED in submarines?
US Submarine veterans warlt you. For
information call Steve 255·6312.
10/4
20-YEAR-OLD ENGLISH girl, wishes to
share apartment, making coet-of·living
euler. Louise, 292·0874.
10/2
ALL YOU CAN EAT - Spaghetti &
salad bar, $1.U5. Every Sunday 4·8 pm
at Pepino's, 4310 Central SE.
10/4
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends who care at BJrthrleht.
247-9819,

2) .LOST & FOUND
LOST: 14 mo. old white ma1e Samoyed
named Nicholas. Lost University area
9/28. Reward. Tony 266·4345
10/7
LOST: GIRL'S BLUE windbreaker w/
gold emblem, St. Edwards University,
KC. 277·4284 Please.
10/7
$300 REWARD Cor Lost Gibson firehird
· electric guitar. Parts, gold-plated, black
home-made cue. 265-6876 or 265·4074.
10/3
FOUND: LADIES' prescription gJas~es in
blue cue on campus. You loet them
while riding :vour bike. Claim Rm. 132,
Marron Hall.
•
10/1
FOUND: WOMAN'S WATCH. Parking
lot behind Santa Ana Hall. Identify &
claim. Rm. 132, Marron Hall.
10/1
FOUND: Sma11 Purse-Allison Taylor
Otis. Claim •t Student Information
Desk.

Friendly Flower Shop

Albuquerq ue Floral Design
School
·

·

We 'JlCcialilC Ill green
plants and macrame.

2)

LOST & FOUND

---------------9/21 at State
Fair. Gol!l 4·1eaf

LOST:
clover pin, reward, 281·3891,

3)

10/1

SERVICES

CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION,
UNM guitar major. Student or Uector
Garcia, 265-2595,
10/7
FREE RETAIL CATALOG: Pipes, water•
pipes, bongs, cigarette papera, rolling
Jllnchines, supcratones, clips, underground comix, etc.; Gnbricli!I.'B Goodies,
Box 434, Hollywood, CA. 90028. 10/10
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST: IBM carbon·
· ribbon. Guarnntce(l accuracy, Reasonable
rates. 298-7147.
10/2
BICYCLl'J REPAIR SPECIALIST. Lowest
possible prices on wheel building, truing, overhauls, adjustments. Same day
service. Frame & fork repairs. New &
llBed bikes for sale, 268-7290,
10/9
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos,
Lowest prices In town, fast, plfllll!llng.
Near UNM. CaD 265·2444 or come to
1117 Girard N.E.
$25 to Denver atand-by Care on Mountain
Air Airlines, Twice daily . from Albuquerque. Reservations 243-7320.
10/1

4)

FOR RENT

ROOMMATE WANTED for luxury 2-bed·
room aPattment, $95 included utilities.
299·0362.
10/7
SHARE HOUSE. Available end October
near Cnmpw. $60/mo. 842-0820. 10/3
OFF CAMPUS ROOMS available. Singles
and couples. Low monthly rates include
linens and .maid service, City bus service. AAA rated, Lorlodge Motel, 1020
Central SW,
•
10/1
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, Ryder overnight
sleep tomorrow, 765-1111.
tfn
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS - An
apartment complex for the :voune and
the young at heart. Rents start at $180.
Large swimming pool. Efllchmcles A
1 bdrm available, furnished or un•
furnished. Walking distance to UNM.
10/4
1520 Unlvenslty NE. 248·2494.
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
AAA
Apartments. One, two, and three rooms.
Ver:v clean, near Unlveraity and north
west. 242·7814, 247·1006, 242·1871. ttn

5)

FORSALE

FOR SALE - Used Admiral refrigerator,
$24, Tel. 842-9039.
10/2
MEN'S 10-speed bike, 25". $100 or best
otrer, 266-3954,
10/7
GERMAN SHEPHERD Puppies sire: Ch.
Diamond Jim, CD born 8/2~/74. 294·
8926, 929 Morris NE.
·
1011
EXOTIC DEADS rrom around the world.
Turquoise & sliver jewelry, The Dend
Shaman. Old Town.
trn
1069 260cc MOTORCYCLE, 2 helmet.'l,
Jock&: chain, $225: Men's leather shoes,
alze 10, 1 three-tourth inch heels, $16:

-~iJi4~2~4=(~·ci-nitirialisi.iEi.ll2i6l6i-9~2~9~6f
r;~.!:.:!:!~-·---·~~
1
§House Plant Sale at the True~
Makers of-Hand Made Indian Jewel
OLD TOWN

§American Shop next to Deli-~
§Ci~, Dartmouth & Centraj.
§Give a plant a good home in
r you,. lzome.
]i.t,...,.~ ..... ~ ............... ~ ...............

;p

5) FOR SALE
MARTIN GUITAR 19GB, 0·18, '400, 281·
6112,
10/7
SKI TOURING&: BACKPACKING equip.
ment from the profesaionals at thl! Trail
Haus-Sales, rentals, service, and clinics.
Since 1967, New Mexico's leading ski
touring canter-Trail Haus, 1931 San
Mnteo SE. 256·9190,
10/3
BEAUTIFUL AUSTIN-HEALEY 3000
Mark I. About $1350. Call 294-7623 or
277·4485.
10/4
'72 DATSUN· PICKUP, owner going
nhroad $2000 or mnkc offer. Jerry, 262·
06()7 after 6 PM.
10/
TWO SANSUI SP 3600 speakers large,
100 Watt output capacity. 268-3729
evenings,
10/7
OLD MIRAGES, some 20 yea!'ll old, $1.00
each, room 132, Marron HaD.
1972 HONDA 450 cb. Runs and looks very
good, $550, 344·2269,
10/1
SANSUI 3300 Tuner/amp, 165 watt excellent condition Pllll$ extras - CaU
256-9243.
10/1
1972 HONDA CL350 with full windshield,
priced to sell, 294-6181,
10/1
MARTIN 000·28 GUITAR with Hardshell
Case. Perfect condition. $425, 242-7550.
10/3
MOTORCYCLE TRAILER. Has llehts,
carries 3 bikes, $195 negotiable. 296·
8198,
10/1
TENNIS EQUIPMENT-racquet!!, balls,
shorts, shoes, & shirts now on sale at
the Bike Shop, 823 Yale SE, 842-9100,
PADDLEBALL, RAQUETS and balls on sale this week at the Bike Shop, 823
Yale SE. 842·9100.
BACKPACKERS .... Come lnapect New
Mexico's moet complete aelectlon of
equipment at B A C K COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 266·8118,
20 PORTADLE TV's $30-$60, 441 W:vom·
ing NE, 265·6987..
10/23
CUSTOM GOLD weddln« &: dinner rings
by Charlie Romero, 268-3896.
12/6
PADDLE BALL RACQUETS: Balls-Iota
lett ami still on sale at the Bike Shop,
823 Yale SE. 842-9100. Racquets as Jow
as $9.99 and balls at 99c each.
10/'1
BICYCLES I BICYCLES I Now Is the tiine
for a 1lCW 10-speed. Prices have been
lowered as winter approaches and we
have a terrific selection, The Bike SholJ,
823 YalP. SF.. R.&2-9100.
1017
DICYCLES: Lowest prices on Gitana and
other fine European Bicycles. Over 100
in stock, 175 to $500. WORLD CHAM·
PION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal PL SE,
four blocks from UNM. 843·9378. .tfn
STEREO HEAD PHONES $4.911, 6 foot
cord, soft ear P&da. United Frelabt
Sales. 3920 San Mateo NE,
Un
KINGSIZE WATERBEDS, $29.96, com·
p)ete sYBtema, $59.05, heaters, $27.50.
Water Trips, 3407 Central NE. Acrosa
from Arbiee. 268-8465.
Un

6)

EMPLOYMENT

MEN! WOMEN f JOBS ON SHIPS f No
experience required. Excellent pay,
Worldwide travel. Perfect aummer job
or career. Send sa for information.
SEAFAX, Dept. M·6, P.O. Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Washington 98362. 10/8
PART-TIME JOB, graduate students only.
Afternoons & evenings, Must be able to
work Friday & Saturday nights. Must be
over 21 years old. Apply In person, no
phone eaUa please. Save Way Liquor
store, 5704 Lomas NE and 6516 Menaul
NE.
10/10

7) MISCELLANEOUS
SCRIPTURE READING, pra)'el'll, eonl8,
daily '1 PM, 426 University NE, Canterbury Chapel.
'
10/14

'
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Laba Clalilsifi•dli
Wark
Wanders
(lntramurals}
(continued from page 7)

Fifty yard free style: 1. Bill
Jankins (27 .2), 2. Ryan Wagner
(29.1), 3. Dennis Naranjo (29.2)
50 yd. butterfly: 1. Dave Clarke
(27 .8), 2. Tim Golder (33.5),
3. Peter Byunner (33.5). 50 yd.
back stroke: 1. Peter Byumer
(33.1) 2. Tim Golder (33.2),
3. Tom Patome (33.6). 50 yd.
breast: 1. Tony Westfall (35.9),
2. Tim Golden (38.4)
3. Vaughen Kendall (38.5). 100
yd. individual medley: 1. Dave
Clarke (1:07.8), 2. Tom Datamo
(1:17.2), 3. Peter Bammer
(1:19.8).
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7 &9:30
THEATRE $1
...
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NewMexi.co
DailyLaba

Want Ads say It
in a Big WayU ·

Classified Advertising Rates
10c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
· 5 or more consecutive insertions
with no copy changes,
6c per word per day
60c per day minimum charge
Terms

Please place the following classified advertisery1ent in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times beginning
, under the heading {circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.
·

Cash in advance

UNM P.O. ~ox 20,,Universlty of New Mexico,
·
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
,

••

